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Abstract. The constant increase of technical possibilities makes the automation 
of processes more and more attractive for the public administration. Due to the 
advances in Artificial intelligence, processes can be automated today which only 
a few years ago had to be carried out by humans. But not all administrative pro-
cesses can be automated from a technical point of view. From the multitude of 
several thousand administrative procedures, decision-makers must select those 
processes which are deemed appropriate for partial or full automation. This paper 
seeks to present a possible framework to evaluate opportunities for automation 
through the decomposition of administrative procedures.  
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1 Introduction 

After the successful implementation of automation processes in the private sector, the 
idea of the automation of processes is now taken up by the public administration. Alt-
hough decision-supporting systems have been used in the German administration for 
some time, the full automation of processes has become the centre of attention only 
recently. The reason is a new legal regulation which came into force at the beginning 
of 2017. The Federal Administrative Procedure Law basically permits the full automa-
tion of all administrative procedures if there is no necessity for assessment or discretion 
and if a specific legal regulation has been made for the individual process [1]. Addi-
tionally, limits in terms of technical transformation persisted for quite some time. Now-
adays, however, numerous activities can be automated, which just a few years ago had 
to be carried out by humans. To pursue an implementation, it must be known which 
procedures are suitable for automation in the first place. In view of the large number of 
administrative procedures, a categorizing scheme is required. Said scheme can be used 
to assess the automatability on the basis of overarching criteria. 

The present article demonstrates a framework for analysis to assess the automatabil-
ity of administrative procedures. Conclusively, the research question is: "Which criteria 
can be used to assess the automatability of individual decision phases in administrative 
procedures?”. In a first step, the approaches of artificial intelligence, process automa-
tion, as well as the course of an administrative procedure, will be presented based on 
previous literature and research in relation to the application case. In a second step, the 



administrative procedure is broken down into its sub-processes, which are examined 
individually. Finally, results as well as recommendations for action are presented. 

2 Terminologies 

2.1 Artificial Intelligence 

How to define artificial intelligence is a difficult question. At present, there is no gen-
erally accepted definition. If anything, it is a term which is collectively used to describe 
different technologies and approaches in different degrees of maturity for the simula-
tion of intelligent behaviour by technical systems. A fortiori, conceptual clarity is of 
utmost importance in any research involving the idea of artificial intelligence. 

The term artificial intelligence differs from natural intelligence, which is attributed 
to humans. In colloquial language, people who are able to think quickly and who man-
age to solve complex problems are referred to as intelligent. The debate continues of 
whether intelligence is a relatively simple or highly complex information-processing 
practice [2]. Scientifically controversial intelligence tests measure primarily mental 
abilities such as the knowledge of words and their context-dependent meaning, speed 
and precession in arithmetic tasks, or deductive reasoning using a sequence of numbers 
or symbols [3].  

In the scientific realm, the definition of intelligence diverges as well. William Stern, 
author of the intelligence quotient IQ, defined intelligence as "[...] the general ability 
of an individual to consciously adjust his thinking to new demands, a general mental 
adaptability to new tasks and conditions of life" [4]. A different approach is conducted 
by a group of world-leading intelligence researchers who defines intelligence as "[...] a 
very general mental ability that includes, among other things, the ability to reason, plan, 
solve problems, think abstractly, understand complex ideas, grasp quickly and learn 
from experience” [5]. Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences, published in 
1998, goes far beyond this classical concept of intelligence by defining naturalistic, 
musical, spatial, physical, intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence in addition to lin-
guistic and logical-mathematical intelligence [6]. 

Based on this broad variation of concepts concerning intelligence, the question arises 
of how artificial intelligence (AI) can be defined. The term “artificial intelligence” has 
been used in science since the 1950s. In 1966 Marvin Minsky defined AI as "[...] the 
science of making machines do things that would require intelligence if done by men" 
[7]. The Turing Test, developed by Alan Turing at the beginning of the 1950s, deals 
with the differentiability of interpersonal communication from communication with a 
technical system, whereby he optimistically assumed that by the year 2000 it would no 
longer be possible to distinguish between humans and computers [8]. Steven Finlay 
describes AI as the “replication human analytical and/or decision making capabilities” 
[9]. A broad working definition by Klaus Mainzer describes systems as intelligent if 
they “can solve problems efficiently on their own" [10].  



Whereas practical approaches toward artificial intelligence usually involve the pro-
cessing of very large amounts of data, artificial neural networks or self-learning algo-
rithms. Scientists differentiate between weak AI, strong AI and sometimes even super 
intelligence. Weak AIs are usually developed and used for a specific type of applica-
tions, including expert systems, speech recognition, navigation systems and translation 
services [10]. Applications based on weak AI are already widely used today; they even 
gained entry in the everyday life in the form of intelligent search suggestions or opti-
mized route calculations. Within the theory of multiple intelligences, weak AIs are pri-
marily the replication of linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence. This under-
standing is strongly reflected, for example, in the definition of Finlay. 

By contrast, strong AIs describe systems that are able to independently think, plan, 
learn and make logical decisions under uncertainty [10]. The concept of super intelli-
gence is based on a system that is intellectually superior to any human being. Such a 
system should therefore be able to map all dimensions of multiple intelligences better 
than any human being [10]. So far, and probably also in the upcoming decades, strong 
artificial intelligence and superintelligence are reserved for science fiction. However, 
such representations still strongly shape the ideas and expectations of artificial intelli-
gence. The current developments are all at the level of the weak AI. Nevertheless, sys-
tems in certain areas have already succeeded in surpassing human performance. Pro-
grams like Deep Blue or Alpha Go could beat the world's best players in Chess or Go; 
but they were developed especially for this task. They do not succeed in acquiring the 
knowledge of other games to the same extent as humans do. In this respect, these cases 
remain in the category of weak AI, even though the human performance was partially 
exceeded and some elements assigned to the category of strong AI already exist. 

Early AI systems from the middle of the 20th century, often referred to as expert 
systems, were basically comprehensible for the developer and user because they oper-
ated according to defined rules. These expert systems were primarily intended to pre-
sent relationships transparently in order to explain multi-causal phenomena. While this 
traceability can be regarded as a strength, early AI systems could only inadequately 
depict the real world with its uncertainties. Newer AI technologies take exactly this 
circumstance into account: rule-based algorithms are not able to map a reality which is 
characteristically complex and uncertain. Self-learning technologies, which deliver a 
better result but whose solution cannot be understood, are often called black boxes. The 
research area "Explainable AI" tries to present the functionality of algorithms of artifi-
cial intelligence in a comprehensible way, not only to create transparency and trust in 
systems, but also to generate additional knowledge by recognizing logics and contexts. 
Especially in public administration, which must be democratically controlled, the trans-
parency and verifiability of decisions is an elementary prerequisite [22]. 

The term artificial intelligence thus describes a broad concept in different stages of 
development. While weak AIs aim at the partial simulation of human intelligence, fo-
cusing on logical-mathematical and linguistic intelligence, strong AIs and super intel-
ligence try to emulate and surpass humans in every aspect of intelligence. However, 
since there is a great deal of uncertainty at this stage as to whether a truly strong AI can 
ever be realized, this work is based on the understanding of weak AI. From this point 



onward, if we talk about artificial intelligence, we mean systems that simulate the log-
ical-rational and linguistic elements of human intelligence. 

2.2 Process Automation 

The term automation originates from the industrial context. Automated systems are 
systems that have the technical ability to work independently. On a simple level, these 
can be everyday things such as vending machines for drinks or tickets. According to 
the definition, automation is the transfer of functions from humans to artificial systems 
[11]. Process automation in turn represents a specification of the broad concept of au-
tomation. In public administration, the majority of processes are decision-making pro-
cesses [12]. Deciding in this context means choosing between two or more alternatives. 
Although it is the outcome of decisions which finds most attention, the decision itself 
must be seen as a process with several phases. The psychological decision theory is 
based on six stages: problem definition, determination of alternatives, evaluation of 
alternatives, selection, implementation and evaluation [13]. 

Process automation can itself be divided into several stages. Overall, processes can 
usually be subdivided into several sub-process steps, such as the phases of the decision-
making process mentioned above. Sub-process automation refers to the transfer of in-
dividual sub-process steps to technical systems. One or more sub-steps are executed by 
a system and then inserted into the overall process by a human operator. The human 
being is responsible for the non-automated sub-steps and the coordination of the overall 
process. Full automation, on the other hand, includes the transfer of all sub-steps as 
well as the coordination of the entire process to a technical system. Ergo, the entire 
process runs without human intervention [14]. 

The possibility of a partial automation of administrative procedures has been an-
chored in administrative procedural law for many years and is also widely used in many 
areas. At the beginning of 2017, however, the legislator also specified the possibility of 
full automation. This means that administrative files can be processed completely au-
tomatically as long as there is no necessity for assessment or discretion and a special 
legal basis has been created for the individual administrative procedure [1]. This illus-
trates the increasing relevance of process automation in public administration. 

2.3 Administrative Procedures 

As almost every administrative action is based on decisions previously made, Admin-
istrative Science can be placed within the field of Decision Science [15]. Conclusively, 
this article considers the administrative process as a decision-making process. To iden-
tify automation potentials within an administrative procedure, it is necessary to divide 
the process into individual sub-steps. 
Administrative decisions are primarily legal decisions. If the general psychological 
model of decision-making is adapted to a legal case, the administrative procedure can 
be divided into seven main phases (whereby said phases can be subdivided into several 
partial decisions) [16]: 
 



• Recognition of the problem 
• Fact-finding 
• Norms finding and norms concretisation 
• Application of law and subsumption 
• Legal consequence analysis 
• Realization 
• Evaluation 

 
The level of problem recognition corresponds to the orientation phase in the classic 

model of decision-making. The first step is the awareness by the administration of the 
necessity for a decision. On the one hand, the administration itself can decide whether 
to open an administrative procedure in accordance with the official principle. It will 
receive the necessary information from various sources such as the media, other gov-
ernment agencies, citizens, interest groups or, increasingly, smart objects. On the other 
hand, there are administrative procedures which are only initiated upon request. In such 
cases, the administration must first check the identity and eligibility of the applicant 
[17]. 

The search phase of the decision-making model corresponds to the fact-finding 
phase of administrative decisions. The fact-finding intends to collect a basis of correct 
and complete information on which the decision can be made. Here, too, the admin-
istration relies on various sources of information. The authority has partial discretion 
as to which information is relevant in the specific case and at which point a sufficient 
amount of information was collected. In doing so, the authority must weigh different 
factors such as the need for additional information and time constraints. The scope of 
the decision and the complexity of the matter must also be taken into account [17]. 

The norm finding and concretisation describes the phase of finding and assigning 
the relevant legal norms. The facts of the case are analysed to determine which legal 
norms are to be applied in the individual case at hand. Indeterminate legal terms which 
are frequently used in administrative law sometimes offer a certain leeway for interpre-
tation and assessment which call for an application suited to the individual case. There 
is a fluent transition to the phase of legal consequence assessment [17]. 

If the relevant legal norms are determined, possible legal consequences must be de-
termined. During the step of subsumption a rough distinction can be made between 
bound and discretionary decisions. In the case of a bound decision, the legal conse-
quences are already given by the law. In many cases, however, the legal consequence 
does either not result directly from the norm or must be specified beforehand. In this 
case, the administration has a leeway which is referred to as discretion. A distinction 
can be made between development fairs, on which the administration acts, and selection 
fairs, which select the measure. In the case of discretionary decisions, the administra-
tion must interpret the standard in such a way that the effect intended by the legislator 
is achieved in the individual case. At the end of the legal consequence investigation, 
the administration decides what action it will take [17]. 

After the decision-making process follows the implementation stage. However, for 
the question at hand the actual implementation is only of secondary importance. The 
presentation and justification of the administrative decision appear to be more relevant. 



In most cases, the administration is legally obliged to justify how it reached a certain 
decision. This serves not only the purposes of transparency and comprehensibility, but 
also rationality. As a rule, rational decisions are considered to be justifiable and not the 
result from personal impressions [18]. 

The decision-making process is concluded by the control and evaluation phase. The 
result of the decision is thoroughly assessed to see whether the actual result corresponds 
to the result initially intended. Therewith, future decisions could be adjusted on the 
basis of previous experience. This does not mean, however, that in the case of multiple 
decisions each one has to be controlled for individually. Basically, a distinction can be 
made between external and internal control. Since further specification is not necessary 
for the investigation of the automatability, the evaluation and control phase may be 
neglected at this point. 

3 Identifying entry points for automatization in administrative 
tasks 

In order to assess the suitability of administrative procedures for partial or full automa-
tion, the phases of the decision-making process must be considered individually. 

 

3.1 Problem Definition 

As previously demonstrated. the level of problem recognition can be divided into the 
cases of initiation by proposal and initiation on the basis of the official principle. If 
administrative proceedings are initiated by an external proposal, the first phase is es-
sentially limited to the identification of the applicant and the examination of eligibility. 
Identification and eligibility are often closely linked, since eligibility is based, for ex-
ample, on citizenship, place of residence, or age. In this respect, the primary task is a 
doubtless identification. In Germany, the electronic identity card is mainly used for this 
purpose; internationally, other solutions such as PIN/TAN systems or mobile phone 
signatures exist as well. At this point, it is crucial to make the identification process as 
easy as possible for the citizen in order to increase the acceptance for its usage. As the 
usage of electronic ID cards is neither widely spread nor very popular in Germany, 
artificial intelligence could be used in conjunction with a PIN procedure. The lower 
level of security of the PIN procedure could be combined with the application of a 
webcam which is able to generate a biometric comparison of the applicant´s face with 
the photo stored in the passport. A similar system is already used for the automated 
border control “EasyPASS” [19]. 

The case of a problem identification initiated on the basis of the official principle 
proves to be more difficult. First of all, the administration must recognise whether it is 
necessary to initiate a procedure. Simply put, the administration must decide if the ac-
tual values deviate from the target values. An easy example is the usage of an algorithm 
which can detect whether and when the amount of particulate matter measured exceeds 



the permissible limits. The simplicity is rooted in the quantifiability of the circum-
stances. Then again, many problems evade such quantitative data. Rather, the admin-
istration is dependent on information from different sources which must be evaluated, 
classified and inserted into the overall context. Not only the ability to weigh and eval-
uate, but also the use of experience values is indispensable. This step cannot be per-
formed by conventional algorithms. At this point the use of artificial intelligence is 
necessary [10]. The AI must "understand" the target goal, which cannot be defined di-
rectly on the basis of individual key figures. One example is the problematic of adver-
tising installations which may contain disfiguring characteristics. In this case, neither 
clear colours nor sizes are sufficient reference points. The evaluation necessitates the 
understanding of the individual case. To be more precise, the AI must understand how 
individual components are connected and how their formation makes up the entire sys-
tem. The same applies to the actual state. Finally, the AI-based system must be able to 
compare the complex states of the actual and targeted state in such a way that blatant 
deviations are detected.  At least in complex constellations, this requires the ability to 
think logically independently which is attributed to the strong AI not yet available to-
day. Instead, less complex cases can be automated even with weak AIs. The ability to 
automate thus strongly depends on the quantifiability of the information as well as the 
complexity of the case. In this phase, multi-agent systems could be used to record and 
process situations from different perspectives. Several intelligent assistants can be 
linked together to detect deviations from the desired outcome. 

In the problem definition phase, the following guiding questions assist in the evalu-
ation of possible automatability: Is there an external request or must the administration 
itself recognize the necessity of a procedure? In the case of official procedures, to what 
extent are criteria for initiation prescribed by law, in the sense of fixed limits or indef-
inite legal concepts? To what extent is the direct measurability of these criteria possible 
or does it require an individual interpretation? 

3.2 Fact-Finding 

In case of the initiation of the administrative procedure, the fact-finding state follows 
the first stage of problem definition. The fact-finding stage is an essential and signifi-
cant part of the administrative procedure. In this phase, all information must be col-
lected which are deemed necessary for the decision. Thus, the basis for the final judge-
ment must be created. 

In general, the degree of structuredness of the procedure is decisive for automation. 
In many administrative procedures, it is clearly defined which information must be used 
for the decision. A simple case would be the comparison of the information provided 
by the applicant to the data available to the administration, e.g. reporting data. If the 
necessary information is defined clearly, it must first be ensured that an automated sys-
tem can collect and process this information. Should the decision-relevant information 
be clearly definable, an automated information collection is possible which enables the 
creation of a decision basis. There are many advantages to automation. Technical sys-
tems can process a multitude of information in almost real time. Especially in combi-
nation with smart objects and cyberphysical systems, it is possible to create decision 
bases which rely on actual and current facts instead of on models and calculations [21]. 



Information that is solely available in unstructured forms, such as oral statements or 
informal texts, however, poses a difficulty. In the context of fact-finding, unstructured 
information must already be brought into a structured form so that the information can 
be used in the upcoming steps of the process. Similar to the previous phase, multi-agent 
systems are a suitable option to collect and process information from different sources. 

The automation of the fact-finding process is even more difficult in cases in which 
the required information is derived from the concrete facts of the case. Formulations 
such as "Information that is important for the individual case must be taken into ac-
count" leave some leeway as to which information is to be regarded as significant. In 
addition, most issues offer a multitude of information available for judgment which 
requires a preset point in the process at which sufficient information is available as a 
basis for decision-making. An example would be the proceedings involved in acquiring 
a building permit. As stakeholders have the right to submit information they perceive 
as relevant in the decision-making, the first step would encompass an evaluation as to 
which information is relevant for the present case and which aspects might be ne-
glectable. The wording "relevant information" must be interpreted according to the in-
dividual case. Automation with the help of weak artificial intelligence only seems pos-
sible when a certain degree of structure is present. This does not necessarily have to be 
a matter of legal requirements; often, there are also regulations from administrative 
practice. It becomes difficult, however, if the necessary information only appears in the 
middle of the procedure. A high proportion of unstructured information also makes 
automation more difficult, since these must first be translated into a structured form in 
order to examine their relevance to the individual case. Thus, an AI would have to be 
able to understand context-based natural language. In order to determine the facts of 
the case, it can therefore be stated that clearly defined information and the existence of 
structured information facilitate automation in advance. With increasing openness re-
garding the relevant information, an increasing degree of unstructuredness and growing 
complexity, a more powerful AI is needed for automation. 

In the phase of fact finding, the following questions can guide the analysis. Is the 
information that serves as a basis for decision-making clearly defined or must it be 
determined individually in each individual case? Is the information available from 
clearly defined sources or does it have to be collected on a case-by-case basis? Is the 
information available in machine-readable formats? 

3.3 Finding and concretising legal norms 

If there is a sufficient basis of information for decision-making, the norms relevant to 
the decision must be determined. One possible approach is the distinction between pro-
posed procedures and official procedures from the problem recognition phase. In the 
case of a proposed procedure, the relevant standards are usually firmly defined. Con-
clusively, the norms of the case are already determined by the relevant legal framework. 
The application for a passport, for example, is based on clearly defined rules of law 
which shall in any event apply to the application. The procedure becomes more difficult 
if there is no formal application and the relevant law must be derived from the individ-
ual case. For this purpose, the collected information must be understood in its entire 



breadth and complexity in order to be able to determine the relevant norms. If, for ex-
ample, excessive noise emissions are found from a commercial enterprise, the admin-
istration must first examine the legal basis on which it can act in this case. Furthermore, 
individual criteria, such as the location in a residential area, must be taken into account. 
At this point, the effectiveness of the artificial intelligence would have to rise with the 
complexity of the situation. It is questionable whether the present state of a weak AI 
would be suited to fulfil this task [20]. Expert systems are able to technically represent 
the content and interpretation of legal standards and thus assign them to the appropriate 
circumstances. 

Many difficulties arise in the phase of the application of the law as this is closely 
linked to finding the appropriate norm. Particularly in administrative procedural law, 
there are numerous indeterminate legal terms which cannot be applied to individual 
cases without further concretisation. While many indeterminate legal terms can be rel-
atively easily operationalized due to their regular use in administrative practice, others 
have to be embedded in the individual case in a much more individualised way. In 
addition, there are complex procedures such as the interpretation of legal norms, the 
linkage of the literal law text with the lived administrative practice and the appropriate 
jurisdiction.  At the present time, it still seems impossible to automate the phase of the 
application of law in the case of complex facts and norms in the context of indefinite 
legal terms. Feasible for automation processes would be those norms which can be ap-
plied on the basis of clear criteria and require only little interpretation in individual 
cases. A certain degree of interpretation based on previously clearly defined criteria can 
already be provided today by weak AIs. 

Key questions in the phase of norm finding and concretisation resemble the guiding 
questions of the problem definition phase as the underlying legal norms are often 
clearly defined within the framework of application procedures. It is also relevant 
whether indefinite legal terms make the classification more difficult. 

3.4 Determination of legal consequences 

The core of the decision-making process is the determination of legal consequences 
based on the facts established and the norms relevant to the case. Here, the distinction 
between bound and discretionary decisions, which is also used by the German legislator 
in the context of full automation, can be used. It seems obvious that bound decisions 
are better suited for automation, since they result in legal consequences without further 
leeway from the law. Bound decisions therefore do not represent a major challenge for 
automation in the phase of legal consequence determination [20]. These cases can even 
be automated without AI by using if-then decisions. The situation is different if there is 
scope for discretion or assessment. Primarily, the leeway was granted to the administra-
tion to achieve the intended results in individual cases. In order to be able to automate 
such decisions, the system would have to be able to detect the leeway, understand the 
intended effect of the legislator and then make the necessary decision within the avail-
able scope. If said scope is not always directly apparent from the text of the law, and 
existing scopes are not available through practical experiences, an automated recogni-
tion of the leeway appears to be, at least at the present, out of the question. One best 



case scenario which seems feasible would be a margin with clearly stated criteria, pre-
viously defined by humans.  However, since the scope for decision essentially serves 
to establish justice in individual cases and often also contains ethical components, au-
tomation should only be used extremely carefully and restrictively. Understandably, 
bound administrative decisions offer much greater potential at this point. The missing 
technical means for the automation of decisions with considerable leeway render the 
German legislator sceptical towards the full automation of administrative procedures 
[21]. The use of the rule management systems offers the possibility of applying rules 
(defined as norms through the application of specific framework conditions) and pre-
senting them transparently. 

The most important question at the legal consequence assessment stage is therefore 
whether the decision is of a tied or a discretionary nature. Furthermore, one must con-
sider whether clear criteria for the exercise of discretion have been defined. Conclu-
sively, are the objectives to be achieved by discretion measurable on the basis of clear 
criteria? 

3.5 Implementation 

In the present case, the implementation phase shall be reduced to the preparation of an 
official notification. As the implementation of numerous administrative decisions goes 
far beyond this scope, there is a great deal of potential for automation. However, since 
the present article refers to the process of administrative decisions in the narrower 
sense, the implementation beyond the preparation of an official notification may be 
neglected for now. 

If the implementation is regarded solely as the creation of an official notification, 
this phase represents a relatively formalised process. Standardised elements such as 
instructions on legal remedies, for example, can only be adapted to the case and be 
inserted automatically as text modules. In the notice the result of the preceding process, 
in particular the standard finding and legal consequence determination, is represented 
in writing. For the purpose of comprehensibility most administrative decisions must be 
justified according to law. To automate the creation of notices, the system must be able 
to present and justify the administrative decision in natural language. While conven-
tional algorithms can only process data in machine-readable form, artificial intelligence 
is already partially able to understand and speak natural language. Hence, in many cases 
the presentation of the result of the decision-making process is not a major difficulty 
anymore. Yet, the justification and transparency of the administrative decision appears 
to be more difficult, especially since AI is often referred to as black box technology. 
Explainable AI can make an important contribution in this respect in the future. Here it 
appears decisive to what extent the decision criteria are given to the system and to what 
extent the system itself classifies and weights factors.  

In the context of the present consideration with the focus on the preparation of the 
official notification, the following questions must be clarified: to what extent can the 
results of the procedure be presented in natural language? And to what extent can the 
decision itself be presented transparently? 



3.6 Evaluation 

The final phase of control and evaluation is relatively similar to the problem identifica-
tion phase. Here, too, the targeted and actual states are compared. As this has already 
been explained in previous passages and monitoring and evaluation are not at the core 
of the decision-making process, we will not go into further detail for now. 

 
Fig. 1: Process sequence in the psychological and administrative model 

4 Levels of automation 

If the administration wants to partially or completely automate procedures, it seems 
advisable first, to consider the individual steps of the administration procedure; second, 
to define concrete contents and requirements and third, to evaluate the possibility of 
automation. Overall, it can be concluded that a generally decreasing degree of pre-set 
structure and an increasing complexity intensify the difficulty for automation. 

If the administrative procedure is broken down into the different phases, the possi-
bility for automation can be individually evaluated for each step. Ergo, one does not 
consider the entire process, but only its sub-processes. For this, algorithms can be eval-
uated in respect to their suitability for automated stages in the administrative procedure. 
The result would be automatically handled phases whereby the output would be deliv-
ered to the human supervisor for further processing. It is also possible for a human 
processor to enter the input, required for an automated step, into a system so that the 
subsequent process can run automatically. In order to fully automate an administrative 
process, it would be necessary to perform all process steps and the coordination of the 



entire process automatically. In a nutshell: procedures, which do not contain automat-
able components, are not suitable for partial or full automation. Nevertheless, technical 
systems can also support the human decision-maker in such procedures, for example 
by automatically collecting information, graphically processing information or by giv-
ing suggestions for evaluation [14]. 

To translate all administrative procedures into automated systems appears to be an 
impossible task. Conclusively, the present paper suggests to deconstruct administrative 
processes into individual phases in order to evaluate which individual stages can be 
automated and which parts must be (at least at present) left to the human evaluation. 
With growing technical possibilities and experience, it is likely that more and more 
phases can be automated in the course of time. 

5 Conclusion 

Against the background of tight budgets, lack of skilled staff and pressure for more 
customer-friendly services, politicians and the general public are often pushing for the 
rationalisation and automation of administrative procedures. Especially in the light of 
new technical possibilities offered by artificial intelligence, new potentials seem to be 
realizable. The article has defined artificial intelligence and automation in an adminis-
trative context and demonstrated the different phases of administrative procedures 
which might offer possibilities for automation. 

There are over 5000 different administrative procedures in Germany. In order to be 
able to assess their automatability, the procedures should be mapped as digitally as 
possible in order to be able to analyse the individual steps. It deems a good idea to use 
a scheme for simpler classification. The explanations in this paper have shown that the 
different phases of an administrative procedure entail different sub-processes which in 
turn offer different opportunities and challenges for automation. In the problem recog-
nition phase, the ability to synchronize complex situations is particularly important. 
The fact-finding phase requires the collection of information as well as the subsequent 
structuring and classification. The norm finding process presupposes an understanding 
of legal texts, the actual wording, the everyday administrative practice as well as the 
jurisprudence. The phase of legal consequence determination used here within the con-
text of decision-making in the narrower sense, contains the allocation of legal conse-
quences partly under use of evaluation leeway. In the context of the paper, the phase of 
implementation was regarded as answer production; conclusively it focuses on the rep-
resentation and reason for the decision. In the final phase of control and evaluation, the 
actual state is again compared with the targeted state. An autonomous system or an AI 
must be able to perform these tasks in order to automate the step. Some steps are obvi-
ously better suited for automation than others. In particular, the phases of norm finding 
and determination of legal consequences are currently difficult, since technical systems 
are not yet in a position to interpret legal texts beyond the wording. In general, it can 
be said that a high degree of structure and low complexity facilitate automation. The 
extent of the defined space of which information must be consulted and how these are 
weighted against each other should be provided by humans as far/much as possible. 



Furthermore, the quantifiability of information represents an important aspect towards 
the extent to which it can be converted into machine-readable formats. Following this 
paper, future research would focus on the in-depth analysis of the individual phases and 
the development of concrete indicators for the degree of automation. This would result 
in an instrument usable by the administration and political decision-makers to assess 
the automatability of specific phases or entire procedures. 

Today's weak AI already offers a number of possibilities, especially if it was devel-
oped for a specific task. Nevertheless, there is also fear and scepticism about the use of 
AI in the current social debate. Despite all technical possibilities, the requirements of 
the rule of law and the demands of citizens must be taken seriously, especially in the 
context of public administration. Even automated administrative decisions must always 
be comprehensible for the citizens involved. In addition, international examples from 
Australia and Norway already show how quickly the public's trust in automated deci-
sions can be lost. Particularly in sensitive areas such as social security, where adminis-
trative decisions have a direct influence on people's livelihoods, systems should only 
be used when the error rate is acceptable. Questions about the responsibility for auto-
mated decisions or the right of a person to control decisions are still not sufficiently 
clarified. These aspects demonstrate the vast range of the topic which is influencing 
societies, politics and economics and will do so even more in the future. Evidently, 
important questions remain which go way beyond the scope of this paper. These must 
be addressed, however, if the implementation of automated processes should be suc-
cessful. 
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